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Abstract

According to conventional understanding, the oxygen evolution reaction on metal-

oxide surfaces involves four proton-coupled electron transfer steps with *OH, *O and

*OOH reaction intermediates. Recently, several alternative reaction mechanisms with

lower overpotentials were proposed for highly active catalysts. While for such reac-

tion mechanisms additional intermediates leading to non-electrochemical reaction steps

could be considered, they are usually neglected when investigating the thermodynamic

overpotential of such mechanisms. We show here that this is a valid approximation for

endothermic non-electrochemical steps, which only affect the kinetics, while exother-

mic non-electrochemical steps can also affect the thermodynamic overpotential. We
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show this based on density functional theory calculations for one of those proposed

mechanisms on surfaces of different perovskite oxides and oxynitrides. We find that

for weakly binding surfaces the *O adsorbate spontaneously adopts a bidentate bridged

dimer structure in a non-electrochemical step with an energy gain in excess of 1 eV. This

decrease in free energy needs to be compensated by an equivalent increase in magnitude

of the electrochemical steps, which can affect the thermodynamic overpotential. This

change may result in reaction mechanisms without non-electrochemical steps having

smaller thermodynamic overpotentials and thus be more favorable.
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Introduction

(Photo)electrochemical water splitting is a promising route to convert solar or electrical en-

ergy into chemical energy.1–3 The overall water splitting reaction is endothermic and requires

4.92 eV (∆) to split two water molecules into an oxygen and two hydrogen molecules, ∆ being

provided for example by electrical or solar energy:

2H2O
∆−−→ O2 + 2H2 (1)

Due to its complexity, the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) is the kinetic bottleneck of

the overall water-splitting reaction4 and a detailed mechanistic knowledge is crucial for the

development of efficient molecular5–7 and heterogeneous catalysts.8–12 According to con-

ventional understanding, the OER mechanism M1 on metal-oxide surfaces involves four

proton–coupled electron transfer steps on metal-ion centers with OH, O and OOH reaction
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intermediates, * indicating the active metal site (see also Fig. 1a):

∗ +H2O(l) → ∗OH +H+ + e− (2)

∗OH → ∗O +H+ + e− (3)

∗O +H2O(l) → ∗OOH +H+ + e− (4)

∗OOH → ∗ +O2(g) + H+ + e− (5)

OER mechanism M1 has been studied extensively and was shown to have a relatively

large theoretical overpotential of 0.37 V due to the universal scaling relation between the

adsorption energies of the OOH and OH reaction intermediates on metal and transition-

metal sites.13,14 While for metal oxides such as rutiles (MO2) coordinately undersaturated

transition-metal sites where considered as active sites,15–17 for ABO3 perovskite oxides mostly

the B site was considered as the active site.18,19

A computational analysis of the OER is often simplified by only considering the *OH, *O

and *OOH reaction intermediates appearing in the electrochemical steps shown in equations

2-5.14,20–22 Nevertheless, additional reaction intermediates could be considered that lead to

non-electrochemical reaction steps. For simplicity we will refer to these as chemical steps

in the following. We also note that we define, in accordance with concerted proton-electron

transfer, a chemical step as one for which no proton transfer and thus also no electron transfer

with a reservoir exists. To relax this assumption and to allow sequential proton and electron

transfer, potentially in separate steps, it would be highly desirable to find a DFT-based

marker for chemical vs. electrochemical steps, which will require accounting for the counter

electrode in the calculation, likely implicitly,23 as well as the explicit electrolyte. As an

example for such additional chemical steps, the reaction in equation 5 can be considered to

consist of two steps, an electrochemical and a chemical step, that proceed via the reaction
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Figure 1: Electrochemical steps of different reaction mechanisms considered in this study (a)
M1 conventional reaction mechanism, (b) M2 conventional reaction mechanism on a lattice
oxygen, (c) M3 alternative lattice oxygen mechanism, (d) M4 dimer formation within the
conventional reaction mechanism, (e) some of the possible non-electrochemical steps involved
in M3 along with corresponding atomic structures of the additional reaction intermediates.
Electrochemical steps are shown by black and purely chemical steps by blue arrows. While
schematics are shown for a B site geometry, A sites were also investigated as active sites in
this work. Color code: A-site=green, B-site=purple, O=red.
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intermediate *OO, a dioxygen bound to the active site:24

∗OOH →∗OO +H+ + e− (6)

∗OO →∗ +O2(g) (7)

The usually good agreement in the activity trend (not in actual overpotentials) between

experiment and computation, however, seems to justify neglecting this chemical step in a

computational analysis of M1.

Recently, alternative reaction mechanisms with lower thermodynamic overpotentials and

supposedly higher activities have been proposed, in particular for less stable catalytic mate-

rials, where surface defects can play a role.25 These mechanism may therefore be especially

relevant on mixed-anion materials, such as oxynitrides, that are inherently less stable than

their pure oxide counterparts.26 Many of these newly proposed mechanisms involve so-called

lattice oxygen (Ol), where oxygen ions of the catalyst act as active site (such as mechanism

M2 in Fig. 1b).27 Involving Ol increases the number of active sites and/or leads to reaction

mechanisms with smaller theoretical overpotentials than M1 (such as mechanism M3 in Fig.

1c).25,28,29 Mechanism M3 differs in most of its steps from the conventional mechanism M1:

∗+VOl
+H2O(l) → ∗OH+VOl

+H+ + e− (8)

∗OH+VOl
+H2O(l) → ∗OH+HOl

+H+ + e− (9)

∗OH+HOl
→ ∗OH+H+ + e− (10)

∗OH → ∗+VOl
+O2(g) + H+ + e− (11)

where * is the active metal site, HOl
denotes a hydrogen atom which forms a chemical bond

with a lattice oxygen and VOl
is a lattice oxygen vacancy. In equation 9, the water molecule

is oxidized to OH, which then fills the VOl
. For many of these alternative mechanisms, ad-

ditional reaction intermediates can be considered during computational analysis25,27 leading
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not only to electrochemical but also chemical reaction steps. As such, the reaction step

shown in equation 11 could contain multiple chemical steps if additional intermediates are

considered as shown in Fig. 1e. We assume here that after the electrochemical deprotonation

of *OH, two chemical steps lead to dimer formation and finally O2 evolution. While it would

be possible to consider different or additional chemical steps,29 these intermediates are not

always easy to stabilize in DFT and, as we will show later, will not affect our conclusions.

In particular, oxygen dimer formation (step 3.2 in Fig. 1e) was shown to be exothermic in

excess of 1 eV for some materials.29 We note here that mechanism M1 could also be consid-

ered to contain a chemical step, if the *O adsorbate does not remain upright but also forms a

dimer as shown in mechanism M4. The effect of such chemical steps on the electrochemical

steps of M1 was, however, not previously quantified.

In the present study we will assess trends for the occurrence and magnitude of chemical

steps, as well as their effect on the electrochemical steps and therefore the activity of the

overall reaction mechanism. As a starting point we use a database containing density-

functional theory (DFT) calculation of the OER on defective perovskite oxides (ABO3)

and oxynitride (ABO2N) surfaces (LaTiO2N, SrRuO3 and SrTiO3), which we obtained in

a previous study.30 While SrRuO3 is known to be a viable electrocatalyst, LaTiO2N and

SrTiO3 can act as photocatalysts, by virtue of their band gaps that lie in the visible and UV

range respectively. Less stable materials with many defects (in this case atomic vacancies)

are well suited to analyze the influence of purely chemical reaction steps since alternative

reaction mechanisms were proposed to preferentially occur on such materials.25 We observe

that the formation of an oxygen dimer as a result of a chemical step is likely for many of these

surfaces and therefore investigate part of reaction mechanism M3 (see Fig. 1c and e) that

contains such a dimer formation. We find that dimer formation, that was previously shown

to be exothermic in excess of 2 eV for example for LaCuO3,29 can render reaction mechanism

M3 less favorable than other mechanisms. These findings are supported by calculations on

surfaces of different non-defective perovskite oxides. The insight of exothermic chemical steps
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potentially increasing the thermodynamic overpotential, is general and not limited to dimer

formation or lattice oxygen participation. This demonstrates that chemical steps should be

included when analyzing reaction mechanisms other than the conventional mechanism M1

for which we confirm chemical reaction steps to be negligible.

Computational methods

We analyze binding energies of reaction intermediates and the resulting overall catalytic

activity of different reaction mechanisms based on two databases. The first database, ob-

tained in a previous study,30 contains data for LaTiO2N, SrTiO3 and SrRuO3 (001) surfaces,

considering 778 symmetrically distinct reaction sites on defective surfaces. Surfaces in this

database are both A and B terminated and contain between zero and four A-site, B-site or

nitrogen vacancies in the topmost atomic layer, a perfect atomic layer containing four A or B

sites (see supporting information (SI) Fig. S1 for sample surface structures). Surfaces with

preexisting oxygen vacancies were not considered as they are unlikely under oxidising OER

conditions,31 but oxygen vacancies may still form during a reaction mechanism. Surfaces are

either not covered with adsorbates or fully covered with OH or O adsorbates in the bridge

or top position (see SI section S1). Despite the large amount of data, this database has

the drawback of a significant, vacancy-induced structural flexibility, that makes it difficult

to extract clear trends and to fit descriptors (see SI section S2). Therefore, in a second

database we analyze adsorption energies for A and B terminated surfaces of eight different

perovskite oxides and oxynitrides, without any surface vacancies. From now on, we will refer

to the database taken from our previous work30 as database 1a and a database extended

using the same computational setup but with additional reaction-intermediate starting po-

sitions (see SI section S3) as database 1b. In both of these databases, we excluded cases

where the OOH intermediate was not stable and spontaneously decayed to more than one

adsorbate, for example by hydrogen or OH transfer, leading to -OO and -OH adsorbates.
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While reaction mechanisms involving such split adsorbates are possible,8,15,32–34 we excluded

them from our analysis to reduce the complexity. The database containing the defect-free

surfaces is referred to as database 2.

For both databases we compute total energies via density functional theory as imple-

mented in Quantum ESPRESSO35,36 using the PBE+U 37,38 density functional. While the

computational setup for database 1 (1a and 1b) can be found in our previous study30 the

computational setup for the database 2 as well as an overview of the differences between the

two databases can be found in SI section S3. In summary, calculations in database 1 were

performed with a kinetic energy cutoff of 40 Ry combined with 320 Ry for the augmented

density for LaTiO2N and SrTiO3, while a higher cutoff of 50 Ry combined with 500 Ry for

the augmented density was used for SrRuO3. A Hubbard U 38 correction of 3 eV was applied

to the Ti 3d states and reciprocal space of our 2×2 surface slabs was sampled with 4×4×1

and 6 × 6 × 1 meshes for LaTiO2N/SrTiO3 and SrRuO3 respectively. For calculations in

database 2 we derived linear response39 Hubbard U parameters (see SI Section S3 for spe-

cific U values). Obtaining convergence of these U parameters required a larger cutoff of 70

Ry combined with 700 Ry for the augmented density as well as denser 6 × 6 × 6 k-meshes

for bulk and consequently 6 × 6 × 1 for surface calculations. All surfaces were constructed

as periodic vacuum slabs with a minimum 10 Å vacuum gap and a dipole correction.40

We estimate the catalytic activity of a specific reaction site by the largest electrochemical

step in the OER free energy profile

∆GOER = max[∆G0
i ] (12)

∆G0
i being the change in free energy of the electrochemical OER step i. For OH or O covered

surfaces, the order of steps (Eq. 2 to 5) is modified such that the first step starts with the

preexisting adsorbate.20,21 We then derive the thermodynamic overpotential as

ηOER = ∆GOER/e− 1.23 V (13)
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where 1.23 V is the equilibrium potential. The reaction steps (∆G0
i ) were calculated from

differences in adsorption energies of the various intermediates (∆GOH, ∆GO, ∆GOOH). Since

the theoretical overpotential does not depend on the pH or the potential13 we calculated

adsorption energies at standard conditions (pH=0, T = 298.15 K) and U = 0 V using the

computational hydrogen electrode,41 where the energy of a proton and an electron equals

half the energy of a hydrogen molecule. All adsorption energies (Gads) are defined with

respect to water and hydrogen

∆Gads = Gads+slab −Gslab − nGH2O −mGH2 (14)

with n and m stoichiometry coefficients that preserve the number of atoms on both sides of

the respective reaction. Free energy differences (∆G) include changes in zero-point energy

(ZPE) and entropy (S) that were taken from elsewhere21,29 since ZPE values show little site

and material dependence (see also SI section S4) and since a full evaluation for all sites on

our defective surfaces would be prohibitive. We further calculate the energy (subtracting

the free energy contributions) of the oxygen molecule (EO2) as

EO2 =4.92− 2EH2 + 2EH2O

− (∆ZPE− T∆S)2H2O→2H2+O2 (15)

since the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) is known to overestimate the O2 binding

energy and using a DFT calculated O2 total energy can lead to large and functional dependent

errors.42 Here EH2 and EH2O stand for the DFT energies of hydrogen and water, respectively.

We neglect the effect of integrated heat capacities of molecules between the DFT temperature

of 0 K and T = 298.15 K, which is justified by the similar magnitude of this quantity for the

different involved molecules that largely leads to cancellation of this contribution.43

For the conventional reaction mechanism M1 the overpotential is usually determined by
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either ∆G0
2 = ∆GO −∆GOH or ∆G0

3 = ∆GOOH −∆GO:

ηOER = max[∆G0
2,∆G0

3]/e− 1.23 V. (16)

The scaling relations13 predict a constant adsorption energy difference of 3.2 ± 0.2 eV be-

tween the *OH and *OOH reaction intermediates on metal and metal-oxide surfaces. The

magnitude of the third step can hence be approximated by the magnitude of the second step

(∆G0
3 = 3.2 eV −∆G0

2), which for mechanism M1 allows us to express the overpotential as

a function of the single descriptor ∆G0
2

ηOER
D = max[∆G0

2, 3.2 eV −∆G0
2]/e− 1.23 V (17)

which for M1 yields a minimum value of 0.37 ± 0.2 V. We will use the average value of

3.2 eV in our analysis. As will be shown below, we observe deviations from these simplified

assumptions for our highly defective surfaces and use these relations primarily to derive the

branches of the usual M1 activity volcano.

Results & Discussion

Reaction mechanisms with chemical steps

We first analyze the structures in database 1 to identify chemical reaction steps leading to

bonds of reaction intermediates with the surface or with co-adsorbates. The *OH reaction

intermediate binds in almost all cases in bridge and top position on the A and B site respec-

tively (see SI Fig. S1a and c) and does therefore not seem to participate in chemical reaction

steps. The *OOH and *O intermediates, on the other hand, show three kind of additional

bonds as a result of chemical reaction steps: Hydrogen bonds between the *OOH reaction

intermediate and other co-adsorbates such as O (*OOH-O) or OH (*OOH-OH),8,15,17 oxygen

dimers involving an *O reaction intermediate and a lattice oxygen (*O-Ol, see SI Fig. S1b
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and d) and for the oxynitride also oxygen-nitrogen dimers (*O-Nl) involving an *O reaction

intermediate and a lattice nitrogen. We have previously shown formation of these dimers

on oxynitrides to be governed by charge transfer out of the antibonding π∗ O-N orbitals,

which leads to stronger intra-dimer bonds and hence a stronger bond with the surface.32 This

hints that dimer formation occurs when oxygen adsorbate binding to lattice O is competitive

compared to binding to surface transition metal sites, which we will confirm below. Based

on their bond length (see SI section S5), the dimers are peroxo or superoxo-like species. As

hydrogen-bond energies are small (see SI section S6), we will in the following focus on dimer

formation.

Figure 2: Volcano plot showing the dependence of the thermodynamic overpotential on the
single descriptor ∆G0

2 = ∆GO − ∆GOH for LaTiO2N, SrRuO3 and SrTiO3 of database 1a.
The different colors indicate the formation of different types of bonds of the *O reaction
intermediate. *O-Ol dimers with positive and negative GVdimer

f are indicated with two differ-
ent shades of red. The overpotential is calculated according to equations 2-5 and therefore
without taking chemical reaction steps into account. Details on the material and defect type
associated with each data point can be found in SI section S7.

In Fig. 2 the activity volcano for the conventional reaction mechanism M1 (and its

related mechanism M4 for the cases where dimer formation occurs) is depicted for database

1a. While most of the data points are close to the overpotential predicted by the single
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descriptor ηD, a not insignificant number also deviates from this predicted value. We have

shown in previous work30 that this deviation is related to strong binding of *OOH adsorbates

for oxynitrides, rendering step 4 (*OOH → O2) potential limiting, as a result of which ∆G0
2

can no longer be used as a descriptor for the overpotential. We stress that these calculated

overpotentials do so far not include chemical steps that could occur due to additional reaction

intermediates. We will see in the section on the material dependence that this is a good

approximation for M1. In Fig. 2 we distinguish the binding configuration of oxygen by

different colors, blue data points denoting no dimer formation, dark and light red data

points indicating *O-Ol dimer formation and green data points standing for *O-Nl anion

dimer formation (for simplicity also just called “dimers” in the following). We see that *O-

Ol dimers occur for a wide range (-1 eV < ∆G0
2 < 5 eV) of the descriptor, while *O-Nl dimer

formation occurs only for 0 eV < ∆G0
2 < 2 eV. It is particularly noteworthy that despite the

fact that this range includes the top of the volcano, the computed overpotentials in presence

of *O-Nl dimers are large (η > 1.5 eV), which can be attributed to strong O-N bonds44 as

discussed in more detail below.

Dimers could be involved in different OER reaction mechanisms and we will here consider

M4 and M3 shown in Fig. 1. To determine whether a dimer can directly evolve as O2 as

required for M3, we compute the oxygen vacancy formation energy as a result of dimer

desorption GVdimer
f for database 1a:

GVdimer
f =EVO

+ EO2 − Edimer

+ (∆ZPE− T∆S)dimer (18)

where EVO
is the energy of the slab with the lattice oxygen missing and Edimer the energy

of the slab with the dimer. Since EO2 was determined according to equation 15 this dimer

vacancy formation energy corresponds to an oxygen rich environment, which is realistic

under OER conditions. We, however, also calculated the dimer vacancy formation energy
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within the thermodynamic stability range of the different materials, which is shown in SI

section S8. A negative dimer vacancy formation energy indicates that dimer desorption

is energetically favorable and mechanism M3 is feasible, which is highlighted by light red

data points in Fig. 2, as opposed to the dark red data points indicating unfavorable dimer

vacancy formation. We find that the majority of dimers do not spontaneously evolve as O2

(see also SI Fig. S14), making mechanism M4 (O-O coupling but without dimer desorption)

energetically more favorable compared to the M3 lattice oxygen OER mechanism in these

cases. Nevertheless there are a number of active sites in database 1a, where mechanism

M3 is feasible. In summary we have shown in this section that chemical *O-Ol (and on

oxynitrides also *O-Nl) dimer formation can occur, which, depending on the dimer vacancy

formation energy, can lead to the alternative M3 lattice oxygen OER mechanism.

Dimer formation energetics

In the previous section, we established that dimer formation could occur, leading to reaction

mechanisms M3 or M4, depending on whether these dimers can spontaneously evolve as O2

or not. From Fig. 2 it is, however, difficult to observe clear trends as to when these different

mechanisms are active, which is why in this section, we will further analyze this data.

Attempts to fit various descriptors (see SI section S2 for details) yielded only limited

insights. Multidimensional descriptors including geometric and electronic features obtained

via the Sure Independent Screening and Sparsifying Operator (SISSO)45 identified the oxy-

gen 2p band center as the best single descriptor for catalytic activity, an increased descriptor

dimension of 2 and a rung 1 yielding small improvements in RMSE, while higher dimensions

and rungs lead to overfitting. We also find that dimer formation results in an inverse cor-

relation with the oxygen 2p band center compared to sites without dimer formation that

behave in the same way as other oxides.46

Apart from these descriptors, we, more importantly, identify in Fig. 3a a clear scaling

relation between the OH adsorption energy ∆GOH and the adsorption energy for an *O in
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Figure 3: ∆GO as a function of ∆GOH for the calculations of (a) database 1a without sam-
pling of different oxygen adsorbate positions and (b) database 1b with sampling of different
oxygen adsorbate positions. Oxygen adsorbates that form a bond with the active site * in
top or bridge position are indicated in blue. Oxygen atoms that form a bond with other
(lattice) oxygen or nitrogen are indicated in red and green respectively. Oxygen dimers with
a negative GVdimer

f are indicated in light red. The formation energy of the dimer vacancy
was not calculated for database 1b. The blue and red background indicates where *O and
*O-Ol are predicted to be energetically more stable, respectively, while the light and dark
red backgrounds distinguish spontaneous and non-spontaneous dimer desorption. Details on
the material and defect type associated with each data point can be found in SI section S7.
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top or bridge position ∆G∗O
O (blue data points). On the other hand, the adsorption energy of

*O when it has formed a dimer either with surface oxygen ∆G∗O−Ol
O (light red and dark red

data points) or with surface nitrogen ∆G∗O−Nl
O (green data points) does not systematically

depend on ∆GOH and we hence fit these with horizontal lines. This broken scaling relation

between the OH and dimer O adsorbates is not surprising, since the dimer adsorbs in a

completely different configuration, relying on bonds with the B site as well as with lattice

oxygen. The vertical difference between the red and blue fitted lines in Fig. 3a indicates the

energy difference associated with dimer formation. In the region shaded in blue, *O in top

or bridge position is more stable and in the two regions shaded in light/dark red, the O−Ol

dimer is more stable.

In Fig. 3a, we observe a number of red data points in the blue shaded area and a number

of blue data points in the red shaded area, i.e. where the respectively other *O configuration

would be energetically favorable. This observation could be related to an energy barrier

preventing the structural optimizer to converge towards the minimum energy state. We

confirm this hypothesis by repeating the analysis for database 1b where we sampled different

oxygen adsorbate starting positions (see SI section S3 for details). As shown in Fig. 3b we

find that most of the unstable data points indeed “fall” towards the fitted line with the lower

∆GO.

The data in Fig. 3 clearly shows that dimer formation is restricted to materials and sites

that have a large ∆GOH > 1 eV and hence weakly bind OH at the cation site. As shown

in SI Figs. S12 and S13, dimer formation most frequently occurs on SrTiO3 and SrRuO3

surfaces, where the latter need to contain cation vacancies, while the former can also be

stoichiometric. For the oxynitride, only very few sites lead to dimer formation. In Fig. 3a

we moreover distinguish cases where the dimer vacancy formation is energetically favorable

(light red data points, GVdimer
f < 0) from the ones where it is not favorable (dark red data

points, GVdimer
f > 0). The clustering of the light red data points in the region ∆GOH > 1.8 eV

(shown by the light red background) indicates that the dimer will spontaneously evolve as
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O2 only on very weakly binding surfaces (see also SI Fig. S14). While we did not calculate

GVdimer
f for database 1b (Fig. 3b), we expect similar results. We can thus conclude that for

strongly binding surfaces with ∆GOH < 1 eV no dimers are formed and mechanisms M1 or

M2 occur. For intermediate ∆GOH between 1 eV and 1.8 eV dimers are formed but cannot

spontaneously evolve as O2 and mechanism M4 is active. For ∆GOH > 1.8 eV mechanism

M3, where a dimer is formed and then evolves as O2, is most favorable. We note here

that the overbinding of O2 in GGA may also affect the energy gain associated with dimer

formation, however to an extent that is not easily quantifiable, given the uncertainty of the

dimer charge state (see SI section S5). Assuming the dimer state is at most higher in energy

by the O2 overbinding of 0.79 eV,47 then *O-Ol dimer formation would be restricted to very

weakly binding surfaces (i.e. SrTiO3 and few defective SrRuO3 configurations, see SI Figs.

S12 and S13), while *O-Nl dimers on oxynitrides are more prevalent.

Since the vertical energy difference between the red and blue fitted lines in Fig. 3 cor-

responds to the dimer formation energy (reaction step 4.2 in Fig. 1e), this implies that

when M3 is active, dimer formation is always associated with an energy lowering of more

than 1 eV relative to an upright O adsorbate. For the region where M4 is active, on the

other hand, the same energy lowering is always smaller than 1 eV. These results rationalize

previous theoretical studies that showed lattice OER to preferentially occur on surfaces with

weak adsorption strength and facile vacancy formation.25,28

For *O-Nl dimers formed on the oxynitride, we also find an almost constant adsorption

energy, which is approximately 2 eV lower than the one for *O-Ol (see Fig. 3). We note that

since not all surfaces contain nitrogen, we do not observe all data points to “fall” down to the

*O-Nl line in Fig. 3b for the region where we predict *O-Nl to be most stable (∆GOH > -0.3

eV). Nevertheless by considering only the subset of N containing surfaces, this trend can be

recovered (not shown). The constant energy difference of ∆G∗O−Ol
O and ∆G∗N−Ol

O implies that

*O-Nl dimers already form on surfaces with stronger OH adsorption and that *O-Nl dimer

formation corresponds to a significantly more exothermic chemical step compared to *O-Ol
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dimer formation. This suggests that very stable dimer O-N bonds could be at the origin of

high overpotentials computed in Fig. 2 and thus the low catalytic activity of oxynitrides.

Implications of chemical steps on the thermodynamic overpotential

We continue by investigating how additional reaction intermediates and the resulting chemi-

cal steps in a computational analysis affect the predicted thermodynamic overpotential. We

focus in particular on the mechanism M3 and dimer formation, which we have established

above to be exothermic in excess of 1 eV for materials and sites, where a negative GVdimer
f

enables M3, such as SrTiO3 and cation deficient SrRuO3. So far the exothermic nature

of chemical steps was only considered as a requirement for the kinetic feasibility of M3,

without considering their effect on the overpotential.29

Figure 4: Schematic free energy diagram for reaction mechanism M3 at 0 V vs. RHE (a)
without taking chemical steps into considerations and (b) taking them into considerations
via additional reaction intermediates. Chemical steps are indicated by dashed blue and
electrochemical steps by solid black lines. The background shading indicates where the free
energy profiles differ.

For highly active reaction mechanisms, chemical steps should not only be exothermic (or

slightly endothermic such that they can still be overcome by temperature or other reaction
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conditions), but their associated free energy gain should also be as small as possible. This

is due to the fact that any decrease in energy caused by an exothermic chemical step will

have to be compensated by an increase in height of the electrochemical steps to maintain

the overall free energy difference of 4.92 eV for one OER cycle. This point is schematically

shown in Fig. 4, where we compare M3 without and with dimer formation and desorption

chemical steps. In panel (a), we assume, for simplicity, that all four electrochemical steps

have the same magnitude. In panel (b), by the Bell-Evans-Polyani principle,48,49 we make the

reasonable assumption that the highly exothermic dimer formation has a small or vanishing

barrier, implying that the dimer will form more rapidly after *OH deprotonation than a direct

desorption of O2 could occur. We note, however, that the high-energy *O state could be

(partially) circumvented if deprotonation and dimer formation occur in a concerted fashion.

The first three electrochemical steps are identical in panels (a) and (b) and consequently

have the same magnitude. Given that the total free energy difference of 4.92 eV needs to be

maintained for one OER cycle also in panel (b), implies that the intermediate following the

fourth step (B-OH → B-O) needs to increase by the magnitude of the exothermic chemical

steps. This step is consequently larger than the others and becomes potential limiting, lead-

ing to a larger thermodynamic overpotential than the one obtained by neglecting exothermic

chemical steps in panel (a). Neglecting the chemical steps, as in panel (a) thus leads to an

underestimation of the overpotential.

For dimer formation in M3, we know the chemical step to be exothermic in excess of 1 eV

when GVdimer
f < 0 and M3 is active. We can hence obtain a rough estimate of the increase in

overpotential for the idealized case, depicted in Fig. 4. Whereas in panel (a) all steps are of

equal magnitude 1.23 eV, in panel (b) the potential limiting step is 1.23 eV + 1 eV, leading

to an overpotential of 1 eV. We note that this estimation is for an ideal catalyst and that

scaling relations between the adsorption energies of the intermediates may affect the change

in overpotential. We will show such a real case for the material SrFeO3 in the next section.

The above considerations, while derived for dimer formation in M3, are general and
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independent of the reaction mechanism. Exothermic chemical steps will hence generally

increase the overpotential. Endothermic chemical steps will have the opposite effect and

decrease the overpotential, but at the same time negatively affect the reaction kinetics and

require higher temperature. As such, endothermic chemical steps affect the kinetics, while

exothermic chemical steps can affect the thermodynamic overpotential.

Based on these considerations we propose that other reaction mechanisms without exother-

mic chemical reaction steps are likely to become more favorable than mechanisms such as

M3 that include exothermic chemical steps in excess of 1 eV. One possible competing mecha-

nism is M1 that, as we will show in the next section, does not include significant exothermic

chemical reaction steps. Similarly, also for the conventional reaction mechanism on a lattice

oxygen vacancy M2, we would expect chemical steps not to play a significant role. Based

on the data developed in the previous section, we can further conclude that for M4 the

chemical steps are less important than for M3 as the energy difference between ∆G∗O
O and

∆G∗O−Ol
O is smaller than 1 eV when the dimer does not spontaneously evolve as O2. It is

however important to note, that an energy lowering through a chemical reaction step only

has implications on the overpotential if it increases the largest electrochemical step. There-

fore, each mechanism has to be carefully analyzed, a point we will briefly return to in the

next section.

We also note here that the choice of reaction intermediates and therefore the considered

chemical steps can be somewhat arbitrary. As such, mechanism M3 is the same as previ-

ously investigated25,28,29 but we combined the electrochemical and chemical steps differently,

resulting in a reaction scheme that is not completely identical. Moreover one of these studies

included additional reaction intermediates and associated chemical reaction steps.29 Based

on the above discussion we can say that while determining the energetic magnitude of chemi-

cal substeps is crucial, their exact location in a reaction step will not affect their effect on the

electrochemical steps. As such, including additional reaction intermediates will not change

the conclusions of the present work.
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Material dependence of M3 and M4

Finally, we will analyze dimer formation and desorption for perfectly stoichiometric (001)

surfaces of eight different perovskite oxides and oxynitrides (LaTiO2N, SrTiO3, SrRuO3,

NaTaO3, NaNbO3, LaFeO3, SrFeO3 and LaMnO3) contained in database 2. This set extends

the one of database 1 by different +1/+5, +2/+4 and +3/+3 perovskite oxides that are

known photo- or electrocatalysts. This will give us the possibility to evaluate the trends

observed for defective SrTiO3, LaTiO2N and SrRuO3 for a larger variety of materials and

to investigate trends in binding energies without the noise associated with the structural

flexibility of defective surfaces.

We first use the results for these additional materials to rationalize why the conventional

reaction mechanisms M1 has been successfully used to predict the catalytic activity for

different materials without considering chemical reaction steps.13 We restrict ourselves to the

B terminated surface as it is thermodynamically more stable and was predominantly used

for computational overpotential predictions of perovskite oxides.50 By explicitly considering

the intermediate *OO and the desorption step shown in equation 7 we determine the energy

difference of this chemical step ∆G∗+O2 −∆G∗OO to range from slightly exothermic (-0.1 eV

for LaTiO2N and SrTiO3) to highly endothermic (1.2 eV for NaNbO3 and SrRuO3) (see SI

section S9 for more details). A slightly exothermic step involving *OO will not affect the

thermodynamic overpotential of M1 as the final step (equation 5) is normally not the limiting

step and is unlikely to become so with an increase of only 0.1 eV. An endothermic chemical

step would actually decrease the height of the final electrochemical step of M1, however also

without affecting the overpotential since the final step is rarely limiting. However, in this case

the (large) endothermic chemical step needs to be overcome by an increased temperature.

This implies that the electrochemical steps of M1 are fairly insensitive to possible chemical

steps.

To analyze the feasibility of the alternative mechanisms, we show, analogous to Fig. 3, in

Fig. 5a ∆GO for the oxygen dimer (∗O−Ol) as well as oxygen in the top or bridge position
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Figure 5: (a) Oxygen adsorption energy ∆GO in bridge and top position (blue data points)
as well as a dimer (red data points) as a function of ∆GOH on stoichiometric A (triangles),
B (circles) and B-O (diamonds) terminated (001) surfaces of 8 different perovskite materials
in database 2. Dashed vertical lines indicate point pairs. (b) Free energy diagrams for
mechanism M3 including dimer formation as shown in Fig. 4b for SrFeO3 at different
potentials. (c) Dimer vacancy formation energy GVdimer

f on clean A (triangles), B (circles)
and O-covered B (diamonds) terminated surfaces of the materials in database 2.
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(∗O) for the A and B terminated surfaces respectively. As expected, we find a good correla-

tion between ∆GOH and ∆G∗O
O , with significantly less scatter than for database 1. Further,

like for database 1, G∗O−Ol
O is fairly insensitive on ∆GOH. These same correlations imply

that the above conclusions derived from database 1 apply also to the additional materials

of database 2 listed in Fig. 5 and that dimer formation generally occurs for weakly binding

surfaces with ∆GOH > 1 eV, resulting in a reaction mechanism such as M3 or M4, while

for more strongly binding materials (∆GOH < 1) mechanisms such as M1 or M2 are active.

We note that while dimer formation is favorable for few A and B-terminated surfaces, it is

favorable for all B-O terminated surfaces, that are often relevant under OER conditions.51

We note, however, that surface Pourbaix diagrams showing this were not constructed in the

present work. This energy difference between *O and *O−Ol can, with increasing ∆GOH,

lead to large chemical steps that will have to be compensated by the electrochemical steps

and may lead to higher thermodynamic overpotentials. This is illustrated in Fig. 5b for

SrFeO3, where dimer formation is exothermic and M3 with the extra steps shown in Fig.

4b is favorable. Without dimer formation, the highest step amounts to 2.07 eV. Adding

the exothermic dimer formation and desorption chemical steps changes the potential lim-

iting electrochemical step that now has a magnitude of 2.32 eV. The effect of this change

in potential limiting step is shown by the free energy profiles at higher voltages, where the

chemical steps maintain their height, while at 2.07 V one of the electrochemical steps re-

mains uphill and only vanishes at 2.32 V. Considering chemical steps hence increases the

overpotential by 0.25 V for SrFeO3.

In Fig. 5c we show GVdimer
f as a function of ∆GOH for the same eight perovskite materi-

als. There is no clear correlation between ∆GOH and the dimer vacancy formation energy,

contrary to what was observed for database 1. This result implies that GVdimer
f depends on

factors other than ∆GOH and that, as previously suggested, ∆GOH can at most be used as

a descriptor for vacancy formation for the same material or a certain material family, such

as B terminated surfaces with the same A-site.25 Nevertheless we find that oxygen-covered
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B-terminated surfaces generally show exothermic GVdimer
f , while clean A or B terminated

surfaces have endothermic GVdimer
f , which is due to the fact that oxygen vacancies can be

spontaneously filled by nearby oxygen co-adsorbates, lowering GVdimer
f . This process has pre-

viously been reported for SrCoO3 and SrTaO2N, where lattice oxygen vacancies were healed

by oxygen co-adsorbates.31,52

Overall the results for database 2 imply that while dimer formation and hence the oc-

currence of either mechanism M3 or M4 is general for materials that weakly bind OH, the

spontaneous evolution of O2 that enables M3 depends on other factors and needs to be

evaluated for each material.

Conclusions

We have evaluated the effect of additional reaction intermediates with resulting chemical

steps in a computational analysis of previously proposed OER mechanisms. Based on DFT

calculations for defective as well as stoichiometric surfaces of different perovskite oxides and

oxynitrides, our results show that exothermic chemical steps such as oxygen dimer forma-

tion (∗O → ∗O−Ol) can affect the calculated thermodynamic overpotential and thus the

feasibility of a reaction mechanism. This is rooted in the energy lowering due to exothermic

chemical reaction steps that needs to be compensated by an equivalent increase in magnitude

of the electrochemical steps.

We have shown this to be the case for a mechanism that was previously proposed to have

a low overpotential on weakly binding perovskites, however without considering the effect

of chemical steps on the overpotential. Our results highlight that when this mechanism is

enabled by spontaneous *O-Ol desorption, the *O adsorbate adopts a bidentate bridged *O-

Ol dimer structure, with an exothermic chemical step of at least 1 eV. This chemical step

may increase the overpotential by up to the same amount and can shift the most favorable

reaction pathway to other mechanisms, such as the conventional OER mechanism with *OH,
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*O and *OOH intermediates, the overpotential of which we show not to be generally affected

by chemical steps.

We find oxygen dimer formation to be particularly relevant on perovskite surfaces with

weak binding at the cation sites. This can be rationalized by weakly material-dependent

O-Ol bond strengths, while metal-O bond strengths strongly depend on the metal element.

As such dimer formation and thus exothermic chemical steps occur when O-Ol bonds become

competitive with weak metal-O bonds.

Our findings are, however, not limited to oxygen dimer formation but more generally

show that exothermic chemical steps can affect the thermodynamic overpotential. This

implies that additional reaction intermediates leading to chemical steps need to be crucially

included when computationally evaluating alternative OER reaction mechanisms. While

explicitly considering exothermic chemical steps should generally increase overpotentials,

each reaction mechanism has to be analyzed in detail as the chemical steps may affect

electrochemical steps other than the largest potential limiting one.

Supporting Information Available

Additional computational details, descriptor search results, characterization of dimer and

hydrogen bonds and results related to dimer-vacancy formation.
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